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RECORDS BEING RELEASED IN PART

The following types of information are being withheld:

Ex. 1 :] Records properly classified pursuant to Executive Order 12,958
Ex. 2:"] Records regarding personnel rules and/or human capital administration
Ex. 3 :E-] Information about the design, manufacture, or utilization of nuclear weapons

ElInformation about the protection or security of reactors and nuclear materials
E]Contractor proposals not incorporated into a final contract with the NRC

'Other
Ex. 4:' Proprietary information provided by a submitter to the NRC

[-'Other
Ex. 5 :'j Draft documents or other pre-decisional deliberative documents (D.P. Privilege)

E Records prepared by counsel in anticipation of litigation (A.W.P. Privilege)
E] Privileged communications between counsel and a client (A.C. Privilege)
L7 Other

Ex. 6:r I Agency employee P1I, including SSN, contact information, birthdates, etc.
VThird party PII, including names, phone numbers, or other personal information

Ex. 7(A):[]Copies of ongoing investigation case files, exhibits, notes, ROI's, etc.
E-']Records that reference or are related to a separate ongoing investigation(s)

Ex. 7(C): E]-Special Agent or other law enforcement PH1
'-']PII of third parties referenced in records compiled for law enforcement purposes

Ex. 7(D):E-- Witnesses' and Allegers' P11 in law enforcement records
'-lConfidential Informant or law enforcement information provided by other entity

Ex. 7(E): ["'Law Enforcement Technique/Procedure used for criminal investigations
E--Technique or procedure used for security or prevention of criminal activity

Ex. 7(F): El Information that could aid a terrorist or compromise security

Other/Comments:



Reckley, William

From: Reckley, William
Sent Friday, December 27, 2013 12:40 PM
To: 'Edwin Lyman'
Cc: Skeen, David
Subject: RE: Expedited Transfer Regulatory Analysis

The. FLEX strategies do address shutdown and. refueling modes -.. not so much that separate strategies need to. be
developed, but that FLEX can. address those modes and needs to be. maintained during those modes. The performance.
attributes for the spent fuel pool cooling function. (including sprays). are provided. in Table. C-3 of NEI-12-06..

-----Original. Message-----.
From:. Edwin Lyman Jmallto:ELyman@ucsusa.org].
Sent: Friday,. December 27, 2013 12:15 PM
To: Reckley, William
Cc: Skeen, David;. Schofer,. Fred.
Subject: RE: Expedited Transfer Regulatory Analysis

Bill,

Thanks so. much for your prompt reply. I'll look forward. to hearing from Mr.. Schofer..

I actually had another question that you may know right off the. bat, if you. don't mind.. The staff has endorsed the NEI.
position paper on. the use, of FLEX for shutdown and refueling modes. But I've read that paper and it is. not clear to me if
it involves an commitment that FLEX strategies.will be. developed that can. be used specifically during shutdown and
refueling modes. If you could. clarify, I'd appreciate. it. This has a bearing on. the likelihood. of mitigation during OCP 1.
and OCP. 2.

Best,

Ed

From: Reckley, William [William. Reckley@nrc.gov]
Sent:. Friday,. December 27,. 2013.11:41 AM
To: Edwin. Lyman.
Cc:. Skeen, David; Schofer, Fred
Subject: Expedited. Transfer Regulatory Analysis

Dr.. Lyman

I. am. responding to your email. below, to Dave Skeen.. Unfortunately the analysts. are not in the office today. We will. get
back to you. prior to the Commission. meeting but. I. believe that it would. be a safer. assumption to say that we used. the
same evacuation, models in the. regulatory analyses in. COMSECY-13-0030 as was used in. the. spent fuel. pool study.. The.
COMSECY evaluations used. the. spent fuel pool study. results and then. through. the. scaling and. other estimations
described in the. paper.- we adjusted the projected. offsite doses. and. other. parameters for the. various groups, cases,
and sensitivity studies... Although. we ran some additional. MACCS simulations to help. in. the estimations,. I do. not believe.
we. made changes to the evacuations models.. Fred Schofer will. be back next. week and. I will confirm. with him that we
didn't revise, the. values, or. otherwise. make. changes to. reflect a. different approach. to. evacuation as. was used in. the.
spent fuel. pool. study.. I am in the office the. rest of the day. if you have any questions... Thanks....
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William D. Reckley
Japan Lessons Learned Project Directorate william.reckley@nrc.gov
(301). 415-7490

From: Edwin Lyman [mailto:ELyman@ucsusa.org]

Sent: Friday, December 27, 2013 12:53 AM

To: Skeen, David

Cc: Uhle, Jennifer

Subject: question on expedited transfer regulatory analysis

Dave,.

I hope you're enjoying the. holiday season.

1. am preparing my. slides for. the. January 6 Commission. meeting on. spent fuel,. which. are. due tomorrow,. and. I. have a
question. about the. MACCS2 calculation. in the. regulatory. analysis. that 1. was hoping 1. could. get clarified.

In the Spent Fuel. Pool Study,. the emergency response model that is employed, varies depending on whether. or. not the.
EPA PAGs will. be exceeded. outside. of the EPZ... In. the latter case,. an. ad hoc evacuation of. up to 30 miles. is. modeled.

In. the regulatory analysis,. it appears that only. one emergency response model. is used - Evacuation Model. 1 in Table 3.. I.
just wanted to. confirm that this is indeed. the case and that Evacuation. Models 2 or 3 were not used for the high-density
pool. base case or for the any of the. high estimate. cases, even though in those cases. the. PAGs. would likely be exceeded
beyond 10 miles.

It would be very helpful if the NRC could provide, the. MACCS2 output. files for the cases modeled in the regulatory
analysis, which. are different from. the ones in the SFPS..
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Thanks so much for your help. on. this.

Best regards,

Ed Lyman

Ucs

elyman@ucsusa.org<mailto:elyman@ucsusa.org>
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Reckley, William

From: Edwin Lyman <ELyman@ucsusa.org>
Sent- Friday, December 27, 2013 12:15 PM
To: Reckley, William
Cc: Skeen, David; Schofer, Fred
Subject: RE, Expedited Transfer Regulatory Analysis
Attachments: irmage003.png

Bill,

Thanks so much for your prompt reply. I'll look forward, to hearing from Mr. Schofer..

I actually had. another question, that you may know. right off the. bat, if you don't mind.. The staff has endorsed. the NEI.
position. paper on. the use of FLEX for shutdown and. refueling modes. But i've read that paper and it is not clear to meif
it involves an commitment that. FLEX strategies. will. be. developed. that can. be used specifically, during shutdown. and.
refueling modes. If you. could clarify,. I'd. appreciate. It.. This. has a. bearing on the likelihood. of mitigation. during OCP. 1.
and. OCP 2.

Best,

Ed.

From: Reckley, William [William.Reckley@nrc.gov]
Sent: Friday,. December 27,. 2013.11:41 AM
To: Edwin Lyman
Cc:. Skeen, David; Schofer, Fred.
Subject: Expedited Transfer Regulatory Analysis

Dr.. Lyman.-

I. am responding to your email below, to Dave Skeen.. Unfortunately the analysts are not in the office today.. We will. get
back to you prior to. the. Commission meeting but I believe that it would be. a safer assumption to say. that we used. the
same evacuation, models in. the. regulatory analyses. in. COMSECY-13-0030 as. was. used in the. spent fuel. pool study... The.
COMSECY evaluations used. the spent fuel pool. study results and then. through. the. scaling and. other estimations
described, in. the. paper - we. adjusted the. projected. offsite doses. and. other parameters for. the. various groups, cases,.
and sensitivity studies... Although. we. ran some additional. MACCS simulations to help In. the estimations,. I. do not believe
we made changes to the evacuations, models... Fred. Schofer will. be back next week and I. will. confirm. with him that we.
didn't revise, the values or otherwise. make. changes to. reflect a. different approach. to. evacuation as. was used in the.
spent fuel pool study.. I. am. in the office the rest of the day if you. have. any questions... Thanks...

William D.. Reckley
Japan. Lessons Learned. Project Directorate william.recklev6nrc.gov
(301). 415-7490
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From: Edwin Lyman [mailto:ELVman@ucsusa.orp]

Sent: Friday, December 27, 2013 12:53.AM.

To: Skeen, David

Cc: Uhle,.Jennifer

Subject: question on expedited transfer regulatory analysis

Dave,.

I hope you're enjoying the holiday season..

I am. preparing my slides for the January. 6 Commission meeting on spent fuel,. which are due tomorrow, and I have a
question about the MACCS2 calculation, in the regulatory analysis that I was hoping I could get clarified.

In the Spent Fuel Pool Study, the emergency response model. that is employed varies depending on whether or. not the
EPA PAGs will be exceeded outside of the EPZ. In. the. latter case, an ad hoc evacuation of up. to. 30 miles is modeled.

In. the regulatory analysis,. it appears. that only one emergency response. model is used -. Evacuation. Model 1 in. Table. 3... I.
just wanted. to. confirm that this. is indeed the. case and. that Evacuation. Models 2 or 3 were not used for the high-density.
pool base case or. for. the any. of the. high. estimate. cases, even. though in those cases. the. PAGs. would. likely be. exceeded
beyond. 10 miles..

It would be very, helpful if the NRC could provide, the MACCS2. output. files for the cases modeled in the regulatory.

analysis, which. are different from the ones. in the SFPS..

Thanks. so much for your help on this..

Best regards,

Ed. Lyman.
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ucs

elvman @~ucsusa.orF,<mailto:elvman @ucsusa. orp>
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Reckley, William

From: Reckley, William
Sent Wednesday, February 29, 2012 2:50 PM
To: 'Edwin Lyman'
Subject: RE: Risk management task force

Thank you for coming by and sharing some initial reactions. Please feel free to send an email or give me a call
if you have any further comments or questions

I believe that licensees did make a regulatory commitment to implement the SAMGs as part of the resolution of
Generic Letter 88-20. However, we did not have clear guidance at that time regarding the handling of
regulatory commitments and so it is not clear (at least to me) how far that commitment went (i.e., to what level
of detail, whether it included updating, etc.). You are also unlikely to see the correspondence from the
licensees in that time frame specifically mention that they are making a commitment (unlike more recent
correspondence that includes agreed upon language).

In any case, it is pretty common for people to use the terms "regulatory commitment" and "voluntary initiative"
interchangeably when the commitment doesn't get captured somehow by a higher tier licensing document
(rule, license, etc.). It gets a bit more confusing when the industry sets binding requirements on itself through
the NEI Initiative process (e.g.. groundwater and post-Fukushima FLEX programs) We couid treat such an
NEI Initiative as regulatory commitments by all the licensees but I am not sure if we have done that in the
cases mentioned above.

One can make a distinction that a truly voluntary action (one not including a regulatory commitment) would
need to satisfy the cost-justified substantial safety improvement provision of the backfit rule if we subsequently
wanted to impose it as a requirement. The regulatory commitment on the other hand could (hypothetically) be
imposed using the "compliance exception" of the backfit rule (thereby avoiding the need for us to do the cost-
benefit analysis). In addition, we would have no enforcement action available for a truly voluntary initiative but
we can issue a "Notice of Deviation" if we find that a licensee has failed to meet a regulatory commitment.

Hopefully this helps but this is another area where we have used various arrangements at different times and
for different issues (e.g,, a patchwork). Please don't hesitate to followup if you have more questions.

From: Edwin Lyman [mailto:ELymana'.ucsusa.org]
Sent: Wednesday, February 29, 2012 1:18 PM
To: Reckley, William
Subject: Re: Risk management task force

Dear Bill,

Thank you for arranging the meeting yesterday. 1. found. it very, illuminating. Could. you. please forward. my thanks. to the
Commissioner and the. other staff members who. were present?

While. I. have. your attention, I was wondering, if you. could clarify, something about the. current status of SAMGs. My.
understanding. is that they are a voluntary initiative, but i've seen. statements in writing that. they are. a. "regulatory.
commitment" oy Industry. Could.you please help?.

Thanks,.

Ed

I



From: Reckley, William [maj/tog:William.Reck ey.@nrcq.gvj
Sent: Friday, February 10, 2012 02:10 PM
To: Edwin Lyman
Subject: RE: Risk management task force

Great. I will meet you at the guard desk shortly before 3:00. Would you like arrangements for visitor parking?

From: Edwin Lyman [mailto:ELyman@ucsusa.org]
Sent: Friday, February 10, 2012 2:09 PM
To: Reckley, William
Subject: RE: Risk management task force

Bill,

That works for me.

Thanks,

Ed

From: Reckley, William [William.Reckley@nrc.gov]
Sent: Friday, February 10, 2012 1:17 PM
To: Edwin Lyman
Subject: RE: Risk management task force

No problem .. how is Feb 28 at 3:00pm?

From. Edwin Lyman [mailto:ELyman@ucsusaorg]
Sent: Friday, February 10, 2012 9:44 AM
To: Reckley, William
Subject: Re: Risk management task force

Dear Bill,

Thanks. for. your message.. Unfortunately,. I will. be out. of town on that day. I will be available Feb 27-28, the morning of

the 29th, and. Mar 2,.5-5.

Thanks,

Ed

From: Reckley, William [mailto:William.Reckleyvnrc.gov1
Sent: Thursday, February 09, 2012 09:50 AM
To: Edwin Lyman
Subject: RE: Risk management task force

Sorry for the delay but I was out of the office in the beginning of the week. The best time for the Commissioner
is currently the afternoon (1:30 - 3:00) on February 24 (Friday). Would this work for you? If you have a
conflict, we can search for additional times in iate February or early March. Thanks..

From: Edwin Lyman [mallto:ELymanrducsusa.oM]
Sent: Monday, February 06, 2012 10:45 AM
To: Reckley, William
Subject: Risk management task force
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Dear Bill,

Dave Lochbaum forwarded me your e-mail regarding a possible briefing on the activities of the risk management task
force, which was first suggested to me by Commissioner Apostolakis a few weeks ago. Dave will not be available but I
am interested in attending such a briefing. If you could send me some potential dates for the briefing, I'd appreciate
It. Thanks so much for your help.

Best regards,

Ed Lyman
Union of Concerned Scientists
(202) 331-5445
elymaniucsusa.org
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Reckley, William

From: Reckley, William
Sent Friday, January 25, 2013 10:56 AM
To: 'Edwin Lyman'; 'Dave Lochbaum'
Subject: BWR Owners Group Report

The report related to a containment severe accident management strategy mentioned by the industry at the
January 9, 2013 Commission Meeting on BWR Containment Venting is now available in ADAMS. The
package accession number is ML130220583. We are planning to discuss the report and other issues
associated with containment venting during a public meeting to be held on the afternoon of Monday, Feb 4 and
all day (if needed) on Feb 5 (meeting notice and agenda should be posted today or Monday). We will be
providing specific opportunities for public questions and comments and could if you desired make time for a
more formal presentation. Please let me know if you have any questions or if you would like to make a
presentation. Thanks.

William D. Reckley
Japan Lessons Learned Project Directorate
w tIiam.reckI&y(c,.nrc.,ov
(301) 415-7490
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Reckley, William

From: Edwin Lyman <ELyman@ucsusa.org>
Sent Wednesday, January 23, 2013 5:31 PM
To: Reckley, William
Subject: RE: question on today's meeting

Dear Bill,

Thanks for the detailed response. I will study it and let you know if I have any questions.

Best,

Ed

From: Reckley, William [William. Reckley@nrc.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, January 23, 2013 2:30 PM
To: Edwin Lyman
Subject: RE: question on today's meeting

Ed - sorry for the delay in responding but below is my shot at addressing your question. In a related matter,
we are currently putting into ADAMS the BWR Owners Group report mentioned by the industry in the
Commission meeting regarding their efforts to develop and exercise a strategy that includes both water
addition to the drywell and venting. I will send you an email as soon as its available. In addition, we are trying
to arrange a meeting for the industry to describe their activities and results provided in the report. The current
proposed dates are Feb 4t starting in the afternoon and all day on Feb 5-ý. Again, we will let you know as it
gets finalized.

In terms of the specific question,

As you mention, the mitigating strategies order, EA-12-049, requires that licensees shall develop, implement, and
maintain guidance and strategies to maintain or restore core cooling, containment and spent fuel pool (SFP) cooling
capabilities following a beyond-design-basis external event. The focus of these requirements is to strengthen licensees'
capabilities to provide the core cooling, containment and SFP cooling functions following a beyond-design-basis external
event in order to prevent fuel damage in the reactor cores and SFPs. As described in the related ISG, the NRC staff
recognizes that for certain beyond-design-basis external events, the damage state could prevent maintenance of the
capabilities using the equipment intended for particular phases; in such circumstances prompt initiation of the follow-on
phases to restore core and SFP cooling and containment functions Is appropriate. If fuel damage occurs, the Severe
Accident Management Guidelines (SAMGs) would be used as guidance.

In terms of the NRC staff's reference to 10 CFR 50.54(hh)(2) in the SECY paper on BWR vents, the staff discusses the
importance of core debris cooling following a breach of the reactor vessel and notes that its included in existing severe
accident management guidelines and requirements related to the loss of large areas due to fires or explosions. In terms
of the existing regulatory requirements, the guidance for Section 50.54(hh)(2) states that licensees should

I Provide an AC-power-independent means to inject at least 300 gpm of water to the drywell for a period of 12
hours. The water injection can be directly to the drywell, or through lines connected to the RPV. This could utilize
the Phase 2 portable pump or other existing sources, A makeup rate of less than 300 gpm may be justified on a
site-specific basis.

As you point out, there are limits to this reference since the requirement is related to a specific scenario (loss of large area
due to fire or explosions) and the for the purpose of 50.54(hh)(2), the licensee can assume things like access to the
reactor building to connect equipment.

.1



During the Commission meeting on January 9, 2012. the industry discussed a performance-based approach to address
containment performance during severe accidents for plants with Mark I and Mark II containments. The strategy
addresses not only limiting the release of radioactive materials during venting operations associated with overpressure
protection, but also the addition of water or other actions to reduce the chances of drywell liner melt-through or
suppression pool bypass.

Because of the history of developing SECY-12-0157, the NRC staff's focus was on the possible addition of filtration of
containment vents as a modification to the requirements imposed by Order EA-1 2-050 for reliable hardened vents, which
did not specifically address severe accident conditions. Noting that capabilities for core debris cooling existed In SAMGs
and 50.54(hh), the paper discusses the staffs view that the proposed orders for severe accident capable venting (with or
without an engineered filter) need not address this cooling function. However, the staff also foresaw the possible need to
add more explicit requirements related to protections against core debris in the containment if the agency proceeded with
longer-term rulemakings.

Hopefully this helps but the requirements regarding the various beyond-basis categories and the transitions
remaih hard to explain. If you have more questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to give me a call or
email. If it would be useful, we could also arrange to meet with you and hopefully have a more fruitful
discussion than is likely through a series of emails or fragmented discussions.

William D, Reckley1ap,; Lcssons Lea,,,ed ProjA4r Dretorat.

wYntiiw.r-eck'cy(crc. gov
(311- 415..490

From: Edwin Lyman [mailto:ELyman@ucsusa.org]
Sent: Thursday, January 10, 2013 1:08 PMVI
To: Reckley, William; Dave Lochbaum
Subject: Re: question on today's meeting

Thanks for your reply, Bill. I'll look forward to the clarification.

Best,.

Ed

From: Reckley, William [ranailto:William .Reckley@Thrct.cov]

Sent: Thursday, January 10, 2013 12:29 PM
To: Edwin Lyman
Subject: RE: question on today's meeting

Ed -

There are been a couple questions raised similar to those included in your email and we are preparing some
clarification of our discussions related to mitigating strategies and containment performance during severe
accident conditions. I expect to have it prepared by mid next week and will provide to you then. We hope
putting together this background information will explain our assumptions and why we feel comfortable with our
paper and presentation. This email is just to let you know when to expect the response. Please feel free to
email or call if you have any additional questions. Thanks..

V1'Mham 0. Reckiey
Japar, Lessons Learned Project Directorate
wiliam.reckley(nrc .Qov
(301) 415-7490
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From: Edwin Lyman [mailto:ELvman@ucsusa.ora]
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2013 12:43 PM
To: Monninger, John; Dave Lochbaum
Cc: Skeen, David; Taylor, Robert; Reckley, William
Subject: question on today's meeting

Dear John,

I got very confused watching today's briefing on filtered vents -- I'd appreciate if you could clarify.

The mitigating strategies order requires that

(1) Licensees or construction permit (CP) holders shall develop, implement, and maintain guidance
and strategies to maintain or restore core cooling, containment and SFP cooling capabilities
following a beyond-design-basis external event.

I don't see anything in the order that says this requirement is restricted to the period before core
damage occurs. Thus the order would appear to require strategies (and procedures, I might add) to
maintain containment integrity even after core damage -- e.g. cavity flooding.

Yes the industry says that FLEX, which is their response to the mitigating strategies order, only
applies prior to core damage. Throughout the development of the FLEX guidance, UCS argued
that FLEX strategies must be designed to work both before and after core damage occurs. After all,
most of the attempted mitigative actions at Fukushima took place after core damage at Unit 1 had
already occurred. But it sounds like our point of view did not prevail.

At the meeting today, there was discussion about how B.5.b /10 CFR 50.54(hh) measures include
containment flooding strategies. But B.5.b was not designed to function in the event of beyond-
design-basis external events other than aircraft impacts, and the post-Fukushima B.5.b inspections
found many instances in which they would not be available following seismic or flooding events. This
is why the mitigating strategies order was needed in the first place.

So how can anyone take credit for B.5.b actions for post-core damage containment integrity for the
range of beyond-design basis external events that the post-Fukushima regulatory actions are
designed to address? It seems to me that is what you were claiming today to refute the
industry assertion that they are not currently required to provide mitigating strategies for maintaining
containment integrity post core damage.

I appreciate your help on this.

Best regards,

Ed Lyman
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Reckley, William

From: Edwin Lyman <ELyman@ucsusa.org>
Sent Thursday, January 10, 2013 1:08 PM
To: Reckley, William; Dave Lochbaum
Subject: Re: question on today's meeting

Thanks for your reply, B:II. I'll look forward to the clarification.

Best,

Ed

From: Reckley, William [nmailto:William.Recklev~nrc.gov]
Sent: Thursday, January 10, 2013 12:29 PM
To: Edwin Lyman
Subject: RE: question on today's meeting

Ed-

There are been a couple questions raised similar to those included in your email and we are preparing some
clarification of our discussions related to mitigating strategies and containment performance during severe
accident conditions. I expect to have it prepared by mid next week and will provide to you then. We hope
putting together this background information will explain our assumptions and why we feel comfortable with our
paper and presentation. This email is just to let you know when to expect the response. Please feel free to
email or call if you have any additional questions. Thanks.,

Wiffiam 0. Reokley
Japan Lessons Leamed Project Dhrecorae
wUiam.recklev#•,nrc, goy

(301; 415-7490

From: Edwin Lyman [mailto:ELyman @csusa.org]
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2013 12:43 PM
To: Monninger, John; Dave Lochbaum
Cc: Skeen, David; Taylor, Robert; Reckley, William
Subject: question on today's meeting

Dear John,

I got very confused watching today's briefing on filtered vents -- I'd appreciate if you could clarify.

The mitigating strategies order requires that

(1) Licensees or construction permit (CP) holders shall develop, implement, and maintain guidance
and strategies to maintain or restore core cooling, containment and SFP cooling capabilities
following a beyond-design-basis external event.
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I don't see anything in the order that says this requirement is restricted to the period before core
damage occurs. Thus the order would appear to require strategies (and procedures, I might add) to
maintain containment integrity even after core damage -- e.g. cavity flooding.

Yes the industry says that FLEX, which is their response to the mitigating strategies order, only
applies prior to core damage. Throughout the development of the FLEX guidance, UCS argued
that FLEX strategies must be designed to work both before and after core damage occurs. After all,
most of the attempted mitigative actions at Fukushima took place after core damage at Unit 1 had
already occurred. But it sounds like our point of view did not prevail.

At the meeting today, there was discussion about how B.5.b /10 CFR 50.54(hh) measures include
containment flooding strategies. But B.5.b was not designed to function in the event of beyond-
design-basis external events other than aircraft impacts, and the post-Fukushima B.5.b inspections
found many instances in which they would not be available following seismic or flooding events. This
is why the mitigating strategies order was needed in the first place.

So how can anyone take credit for B.5.b actions for post-core damage containment integrity for the
range of beyond-design basis external events that the post-Fukushima regulatory actions are
designed to address? It seems to me that is what you were claiming today to refute the
industry assertion that they are not currently required to provide mitigating strategies for maintaining
containment integrity post core damage.

I appreciate your help on this.

Best regards,

Ed Lyman
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Reckley, William

From: Edwin Lyman <ELyman@ucsusa.org>
Sent Friday, January 03, 2014 12:49 PM
To: Schofer, Fred
Cc: Reckley, William
Subject: RE" Expedited Transfer Regulatory Analysis

Dear. Mr.. Schofer,

Thanks for your message.. I just need. to clarify, though - isn't it true that the base case. release of 40% cesium-137 would
likely lead. to exceeding the PAGs beyond 10 miles, and. therefore the Evacuation. Model 1 in Table 63 is not the model.
that would have been used for the MACCS2. run for this. case? And if that is true, then isn't. the. COMSECY in. error. by.
suggesting that only Evacuation. Model. I was used in. the regulatory analysis? This is what I. would like to understand.
Thanks for your help.

Best,.

Ed Lyman

-----Original Message ------
From: Schofer, Fred [mailto:Fred.Schofer@anrc.RovI
Sent: Friday, January 03, 2014. 12:26 PM
To! Edwin Lyman
Cc: Reckley, William
Subject: RE: Expedited Transfer Regulatory Analysis

Dr.. Lyman,

This email, confirms Mr. Reckley's response. to your question that the same. evacuation models were used in. the
regulatory. analyses in. COMSECY-13-0030 as. was used in the spent fuel. pool study. No. changes were. made to the
evacuation models for the Tier. 3. expedited transfer regulatory. analysis..

Thanks,
Fred Schofer
NRR/DPR/PRMB
301-415-5682

-----Original. Message--...
From: Edwin Lyman. [mailto:ELyman@ucsusa.org].
Sent:. Friday,. December 27,. 2013.12:15 PM
To:. Reckley,. William
Cc:. Skeen, David; Schofer, Fred.
Subject: RE:. Expedited. Transfer Regulatory Analysis.

Bill,

Thanks. so much for. your prompt reply.. I'll look forward to. hearing from. Mr. Schofer..
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I actually had another question that you. may know right off the bat,. if you don't mind.. The. staff has. endorsed the NEI.
position paper on the use of FLEX for shutdown and refueling modes... But I've read that paper and it is not clear to me if
it involves an commitment that FLEX strategies will be developed that can. be. used. specifically during shutdown. and.
refueling modes. If you. could clarify, I'd appreciate it. This. has a bearing on the likelihood of mitigation during OCP 1
and OCP 2.

Best,.

Ed

From: Reckley, William [William. Reckley@nrc.gov].
Sent: Friday, December 27, 2013 11:41 AM.
To: Edwin Lyman
Cc: Skeen, David; Schofer, Fred
Subject: Expedited Transfer Regulatory Analysis

Dr. Lyman -.

I am. responding to your email below to Dave Skeen. Unfortunately the analysts are not in the office today. We will get
back to you prior to the Commission. meeting but I believe that it would be a safer assumption to say that we used the
same evacuation models in the regulatory analyses in COMSECY-13-0030 as was used in the spent fuel pool study. The
COMSECY evaluations used the. spent fuel pool study results and then through the scaling and other estimations
described in the paper - we adjusted the projected offsite doses. and other parameters for the various groups, cases, and
sensitivity studies.. Although we ran some additional MACCS simulations to help in the estimations, I do not believe we
made, changes to the evacuations models.. Fred Schofer will. be back next week and I will. confirm with, him that we didn't
revise the values or otherwise make changes. to reflect a different approach to evacuation as was used in the spent fuel
pool study.. I am in the office the rest of the day If. you have any questions. Thanks.

William D.. Reckley
Japan. Lessons Learned. Project Directorate william.reckley@nrc,.ov
(301). 415-7490.

From:. Edwin Lyman. [mailto:ELyman@ucsusa.org].

Sent:. Friday,. December 27, 2013. 12:53 AM

To: Skeen, David

Cc: Uhle, Jennifer

Subject: question. on expedited. transfer regulatory analysis

Dave,
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I hope. you're enjoying the holiday season..

I am. preparing my slides for the January 6 Commission meeting on spent fuel, which are due tomorrow, and I. have. a
question about the MACCS2 calculation, in the regulatory analysis that I was hoping I could get clarified.

In the Spent Fuel Pool Study, the emergency response. model that is employed varies depending on whether or not the
EPA PAGs will be exceeded outside of the EPZ.. In. the latter case, an ad hoc evacuation of up. to 30 miles Is modeled..

In the regulatory analysis, it appears that only one. emergency response model is. used.-. Evacuation Model 1 in. Table 3.. I
just wanted to. confirm. that this is. indeed the case. and. that Evacuation Models 2 or 3 were not used for the. high-density
pool base case. or for the any. of the high estimate cases,. even. though in those, cases the PAGs would. likely be exceeded
beyond 10 miles..

It would, be very. helpful if the. NRC could provide the MACCS2 output files for the. cases modeled in the. regulatory.
analysis, which are different from. the ones in the SFPS.

Thanks. so much for your help on this..

Best regards,

Ed. Lyman

UCS

elyrman@ucsusa.org<mailto:elyman@ucsusa.org>
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Reckley, William

From: Dave Lochbaum <DLochbaum@ucsusaorg>
Sent Wednesday, December 19, 2012 9:04 AM
To: Monninger, John
Cc: Skeen, David; Taylor, Robert; Reckley, William; Edwin Lyman
Subject: RE: SECY-12-0157 on containment vent options

Hello John:

Thanks for the response. I. saw the $4k value later in the report and now understand how the two values were
applied,

I've finished reading the SECY paper and have drafted ou- presentation fbr the Conmmission briefing next
month. The draft is being reviewed internally. The thoroughness of the SECY paper greatly helped me prepare
my presentation.

Thanks,
Dave Lochbaum
UCS

From: Monninger, John [John.Monninger@nrc.gov]
Sent: Monday, December 17, 2012 7:39 AM
To: Dave Lochbaum
Cc: Skeen, David; Taylor, Robert; Reckley, William; Edwin Lyman
Subject: RE: SECY-12-0157 on containment vent options

Dave,

I hope you are getting ready for the Holiday seasor, and thanks for the question.

The high 'evel response to. your question is.-. yes,. different vaiues for different parameters were used in. different
calculations. The overall intent in doing so was to provide. the. decision-makers (Commissioners). with, information, on. the.
sensitivity. of. the results to various assumptions.. One key assumption is the dollar per person-rem conversion. value.

NRC's current practice is. to use. S2000 per person-rem... However,, we have an ongoing effort to consider
updating/revising this value. As. such, we. intentionally. wanted. to provide insights on. the sensitivity of the. results to
different assumptions.. As you note, the Commission paper mentions. $4000. per person-rem. and Section 2 of Enclosure.
I discusses $2000 per person-rem. In. Section. 3. of Enclosure. 1, we. discuss. the staff's consideration of a different value.
(S4000. per. person-rem).. Table. 3 (page 21). in Enclosure 1 illustrates. the. resufts between using the. $2000 and. $4000
assumptions.. In. effect, in going from $2000 to $4000, you double the. "public. health". and. occupational health". benefits.

We used the values from Table 3 (Enclosure i) using the. $4000 per. person-rem, assumption on page S of the SECY paper
(as. you. noted).. As such, we provided the 2"' bullet discussing the use of "$4K/tperson-rem." In the lead up to presenting
these results, in the SECY paper, we state, that "when values from the higher end of the uncertainty bands, are assumed
for event frequencies or event consequences, the calculated benefits from the proposed options can exceed the
estimated costs," So, the. higher end for the. event frequency is 2x1.04/yr, and the higher. end for the consequences Is. the
assumption of $4000 per person-rem.



I hooe this helps.

Separateiy, my email address has another "n". in. it ¼John.Monninger@nrc.gov),. Just wanted to. let you know in case. any.
prior. emails were not responded. to.

Please iet us know if you have any other questions/comments.

Thanks.,
John

From: Dave Lochbaum <DLochbaumaucsusa.org>
To: Skeen, David
Cc: john.monniger@.nrcQoy <John.monnigerbnrc.gov>; Edwin Lyman <ELYmanucsusa,org>
Sent: Fri Dec 14 10:52:38 2012
Subject: SECY-12-0157 on containment vent options

Rello Dave:

In reading the sub eet SECY paper, I got confCused.

The second bullei in the table on page , of the SECY paper states that $4.000 per person-rem was used to calculate benefits.

But the middle of page 12 of Enclosure I and the sccoud to the last paragaph oii page 13 state that $2,000 per person-rem was used in the
calculations.

Were different values used in different calculations'? fi so why?

Was the same value used in all calcualtions? IT so, what value'?

Thanks,
D)ave Lochbaum
UCS
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Reckley, William

From: Dave Lochbaum <DLochbaum~ucsusaorg>
Sent Thursday, August 22, 2013 11:58 AM
To: Diane Curran
Cc: Rakovan, Lance; Reckley, William; Skeen, David; Zeller, Lou
Subject: Purpose and scope of today's NRC public meeting
Attachments: 20130806-nrc-mtg-notice-august-22nd-spent-fuel-meeting.pdf

Hello Diane:

I share your frustration at the game played by the NRC during today's public meeting on moving spent fuel
from pools to dry storage.

I also echo the comment made by Lou Zeller from BREDL toward the end of the meeting regarding how
disgracefui the NRC's handling of your comments was. I've seldom experienced worse behavior by the NRC

during a public meeting and hope to never come close again --- even if that means never attending another sham
that the NRC calls a public meeting again.

I just don't understand the NRC's filibuster when you dared to address questions and comments to the NRC
draft spent fuel pool. study rather than the NR.C's regulatory analysis. . don't understand why the NRC claimed
that today's meeting was narrowly focused on the regulatory analysis and its associated process. If that's what
they wanted to discuss, they surely could have explicitly stated that in the meeting notice.

Attached is the meeting notice issued by the NRC for this public meeting.

That meeting notice stated: "The purpose of this meeting is to provide external stakeholders with information on
the NRC staffs analysis regarding whether regulatory action is needed to require expedited transfer of spent fuel
to dry cask storage, as well as, an opportunity to ask the NRC staff clarifying questions and to provide feedback
to NRC staff."

The agenda included in the meeting notice stated that the portion of the meeting in which you spoke was
devoted to "NRC Overview and General Discussion of Tier 3 Analysis on Expedited Transfer of Spent Fuel to
Dry Cask Storage."

I simply don't understand why the NRC played this game designed to gag public communication by trying to
narrow the discussion to only the regulatory analysis and its associated process. I also note that few members of
the public, and the industry representative at the meeting, opted to ignore this feeble NRC attempt to narrow the
scope of the meeting.

The regulatory analysis for this matter has not been made publicly available to date -- thus, the public had zero
chance to ask clarifying questions or provide feedback on that which they have NEVER EVER SEEN.

The NRC had issued its draft spent fuel pool scoping study in June 2013. And as was mentioned during the
public meeting, the public comment period on. that draft study closed on August 1, 2013.

So, the NRC staff conducted a public meeting AFTER the comment period. on the draft spent fuel pool scoping
study and BEFORE the regulatory analysis was made publicly available.

I



Very clever way to conduct a meeting that provide ZERO meaningful opportunity to achieve its stated purpose.

Someon.e needs to take the NRC out to thed wood stied. These antics must stop, or at least slow down,

Thanks,
Dave Lochbaum
UCS
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Reckley, William

From: Dave Lochbaum <DLochbaum@ucsusa.org>
Sent Monday, January 28, 2013 8:58 AM
To: Reckley, William
Subject: RE: BWR Owners Group Report

Hello Bill:

Thanks for the info. Also thanks for the opportunity to make a presentation during the public meeting next
week. I have prior schedule commitments that prevent me from doing so.

Thanks again,
Dave Lochbaum
UCS

From: Reckley, William [William. Reckley@nrc.gov]
Sent: Friday, January 25, 2013 10:55 AM
To: Edwin Lyman; Dave Lochbaum
Subject: BWR Owners Group Report

The report related to a containment severe accident management strategy mentioned by the industry at the
January 9, 2013 Commission Meeting on BWR Containment Venting is now available in ADAMS. The
package accession number is ML130220583. We are planning to discuss the report and other issues
associated with containment venting during a public meeting to be held on the afternoon of Monday, Feb 4 and
all day (if needed) on Feb 5 (meeting notice and agenda should be posted today or Monday). We will be
providing specific opportunities for public questions and comments and could if you desired make time for a
more formal presentation. Please let me know if you have any questions or if you would like to make a
presentation. Thanks..

William D. Reckley
Japan Lessons Learned Project Directorate
wPiam.mrckleyR,,nrc.,qov
(301) 415-7490

I



MitcheOl, Matthew

From: SKeen, David
Sent: Friday. January 20, 2012 4:29 PM
To: JLD Public Resource
Ce: Mitchell, Matthew
Subject. FW: New Fukushima recommendation - hydrogen monitoring instrumentation
Attachments: 201201 20-ucs-nrc-recornmending-hydrogen-mor itoring .pdf

'iease add this to the recommendations for screening and put them in the proper process. and add 10 ADAMS.
as appropriate.

From: Dave Lochbaum _LaftL_•tQ:DLcb4..u m cug•ar
Sent: Friday, 3anuay 20, 2012 9:12 AM
To; Skeen, David
Cc, Johnson, Michael; Wiggins, Jim; Virgifio, Martin
Subject New fukushtma recommendation - hydrogen monitoring instrumentation

Hell.Io Dave,

Attached is an. electronic version o:ra letter recommending instxurrentaiion be provided within the secondary
containment of BWtLs with Mark I and 1I containmenIs, the aux building of BWRs with Mark Ill containments,
and the fuel Ih ndling. buildings of PWRs.

I don't ptan on also mailing in a hard copy. but will gladly do so upon request,

I wasn't sure who within the NRC is the designated point perion for Fukushinma-inspifed recommendations. But
I figured that if that person is not you, you. would know who is the right person, In that case, I would appreciate
it if'you would forward this letter to that person.

As explained in the letter, the need for the hydrogen monitoring instrumentation is comparable to the need. for
spent fuel pool monitoring instrumentation.

Thank.s.
David LAxchbal.m
Director, Nuclear Safety Project

Union of Concerned. Scientists
P0 Box 15316
Chattanooga, TN 37415
t423) 468-9272 office[• •: Jcell
dl_ oc..b_0J,•ucsusa~org

Check out the UCS blog on nuclear weapons and nuclear power issues, including a weekly series calleA.
"Fission Stories" at h tR//ilthinusnuclcar.org;

Founded in 1969, the Union of Concerned Scientists is an independent, science-based nonprofit working for a
healthy envirounment, and a safer world.
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Mitchell, Matthew

From: Skeen, David
Sent: Friday, January 20, 2012 4:33 PM
To: JLU Public Resource
Cc: Mitchell, Matnhew
Subjectt FW: New Fukushima recommendation - hydrogen monitoring instrumertation

Include Tlhiis as par of Dave Lochbaurr's recommendation.

From: Paul Blanch f. .
Sent: Friday, January 20, 2012 4:25 PM
To: Dave Lochbaum
Cc: Skeen, David; Johnson, Michael; Wiggins, Jim; Virgilto, Martin
Subject: Re: New Fukushlma recommendation - ,iydrogen monitoring Instrumemtion

Dave:

Please see 10 CFR 50.43, excerpt below.

(3) Equipment Survivability. All boiling water reactors with Mark. lII oontainmenis and all pressurized water
reactors with ice condenser containmenis that do not rely upon an inerted atmosphere inside containment, to
control combustible gases must be able to establish and maintain safe shutdown and containment structural
integrity with systems and components capable of performing their functions during and after extxpsure to the
environmental conditions created by the burning of hydrogen, Envirormental conditions caused by local
detonations of hydrogen must ahso be included, unless such detonations can be shown unlikely to occur. The
amount. o:r hydrogen to be considered must. be equivalent to that generated from a metal-water recttio
involving 75 percent of the fuel cladding surrounding the active fuel region (excluding the cladding surrounding
the pienum volume).
(4) Monitoring. (i) Equipment must be provided for inonitoring oxygen in containments that use an inerted
airmosphere J1r combustible gas control. Equipment for monitoring oxygen must be functional, reliable, and
capable of continuously measuring the concentration of oxygen in the containment atmosphere fol.lowing a
signpiicant beyond design-basis accident for combustible gas control and accident management, including
emergency planming.
00 I1 luivr-ment must be providcd tlo' n.nioThing hyi m-.en in (hl ioeainncn-x L-u•pincnt •or ncorn..it.iin
hvydrnLnell uuw lie funciionaz, relitble. and cýpablc ill' continumvdy nc ,;riytu thc Idle nt.ri .f hydl'opn h
!iIC C•.,tiitirirll,..t ,aLrI,,hSl:h•CI tbloic•,.•i,. :i signii'leani hc-vund .*ld'sii.:m-.b.,'_sis ,.,;'ccide¢rt• kJiw ;:.ceidenli ,rniul.;Ž rlnwnt.

ih:•.itlding cim ergnc~ 1t.n 'y I:,i i..l1,

On 1./20112 9:11 AM, Dave Lochbaum unwrote:
Hello Dave:

Attached is an electronic version of a letter recommending instiumentation be provided within the secondary
containment of BWRs with Mark I and HI containments, the aux building of B3WRs with Mark [Il containments,
and the fuel handling buildings of PWRs.

I don't plan on also mailing in a hard copy. but will gladly do so upon request.



Mr. David A Lochbaum, Director
Nuclear Safety Project
Union of Concerned Scientists
PO Box 15316
Chattanooga, TN 37415

Dear Mr. Lochbaum:

I am responding to your letter dated May 7, 2012, in which you expressed a concern that
the ongoing spent fuel pool scoping study (SFPSS) does not consider Issues other than
seismically induced loss of inventory and cooling and that, as gaps are addressed, the study's
results will either misinform the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission's (NRC's) regulatory
decisions or delay them.

The NRC uses sound technical bases to inform its regulatory decision making and to
fulfill its statutory mandate to provide reasonable assurance of adequate protection of public
health and safety and to promote the common defense and security. Developing such technical
bases, especially on the safe storage of spent fuel, often requires significant investigation and
analysis.

The SFPSS intends to produce updated consequence estimates for scenarios of interest
related to a spent fue! pool (SFP), as well as to inform the NRC's determination of whether a
significant increase in safety would be gained through expedited transfer of spent fuel to dry
cask storage. The events at Fukushima Dai-ichi demonstrated that SFPs are highly robust
structures. During that event, the fuel remained adequately cooled through the addition of water
to make up for water lost from boiling. In light SFP performance at Fukushima and the
enhancements to spent fuel pool safety required by 10 CFR 50.54(hh)(2) and, once fully
implemented, NRC Orders EA-12-049 and EA-12-051, the NRC staff believes thorough
evaluation of expedited fuel transfer is appropriate, in accordance with SECY-12-0025,
"Proposed Orders and Request for Information in Response to Lessons Learned from Japan's
March 11 ,2011, Great Tohoku Earthquake and Tsunami."

The NRC continues to monitor ongoing international research and recovery efforts to
understand all of the effects from the Fukushima Dai-ichi event, and the agency will
appropriately follow up on any potential safety issues identified.

In your letter, you mentioned the following three areas that should be included in the
SFPSS:

Criticality: The NRC agrees it is very important to prevent inadvertent criticality
in the SFP, and we have been addressing this issue for some time, On
May 21, 2010, the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) issued its 'On
Site Spent Fuel Criticality Analyses NRR Action Plan" (NRR action plan)
(Agencywide Documents Access and Management System (ADAMS) Accession
No. ML101520463). Goals in the NRR action plan include developing NRC



0. Lochbaum

regulatory guidance on (1) the performance of the SFP criticality analysis and
(2) the use and monitoring of installed neutron absorbing materials.

An SFP criticality session at the 2010 Regulatory Information Conference (RIC)
and several public meetings in 2009 informed the NRR action plan. The NRC's
continuing focus on this topic was highlighted in NRC Executive Director for
Operations R.W. Borchardt's opening remarks during the 2012 RIC.

White high-density spent fuel storage rack loading configurations utilizing neutron
absorber material and administrative controls can be more complex than
low-density storage rack geometric configurations, the high-density
configurations, when properly implemented, provide safe storage of spent fuel.
Technical specifications (TS) outline these requirements, and administrative
controls can typically be found in lists of limiting conditions for operations,
Additionally, nominal center-to-center distance between fuel assemblies in the
spent fuel racks is typically a TS requirement.

The enforcement actions you reference demonstrate that the NRC is using its
regulatory authority to ensure compliance with the regulations retated to safe fuel
storage in the SFP. We expect to evaluate the results of the NRR action plan for
any necessary new regulations, changes to existing SFP criticality requirements,
or changes to guidance documents.

Design and Licensing Basis Accidents: The NRC agrees that a
comprehensive desigrn and licensing basis for safe storage of spent fuel is
important, but the safe storage of spent fuel is controlled by more than Technical
Specifications. The facility's safety analysis report includes a number of initiating
events that are considered design or licensing basis accidents. Based upon
those design or licensing basis accidents, the facility's technical specifications
(TS) establish limiting conditions for operation associated with initial conditions
for key systems immediately necessary to mitigate events that either assume
failure of or pose a challenge to the integrity of a fission product barrier in its TS),
consistent with the requirements of Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations
(10 CFR) 50.36, "Technical Specificaions" The safety analysis report Includes
many design and operational limits that provide protection for slower evolving
events that do not directly challenge fission product barrier integrity. The NRC
has determined that regulatory requirements applicable to equipment and events
described in the facility safety analysis report are adequate to provide a
reasonable assurance of spent fuel safety.

The TS you referenced on minimum SFP water level, applicable during fuel
movement, is intended to assure mitigation of a fuel handling accident. The
requirement to prevent an unacceptable reduction in SFP level is found In the
Design Features section of the TS, and it applies at all limes. The Design
Features in the TS require that licensees design and maintain the spent fuel
storage pool to prevent inadvertent draining of the pool. While this does not
impose an operational limit on spent fuel pool water level, it requires licensees to
maintain the design features that prevent inadvertent drainage described in the
safety analysis report.
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In March 2012, the NRC issued Order EA-12-051, which requires licensees to
install reliable means of remotely monioring wide-range SFP levels to support
effective priontization of event mitigation and recovery actions in the event of a
beyond-design-basis external event. In addition, the NRC Issued Order
EA-12-049, which requires that licensees develop, implement, and maintain
guidance and strategies to maintain or restore core cooling, containment, and
SFP cooling capabilities following a beyond-design-basis external event. Upon
full implementation of these orders at nuclear power plants, SFP safety will be
significantly enhanced.

Operations with the Potential to Drain the Spent Fuel Pool: The NRC agrees
It is important to control potential paths that could drain the SFP coolant.
Consistent with the requirements of Criterion 61, "Fuel Storage and Handling and
Radioactivity Control," of Appendix A, "General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power
Plants," to 10 CFR Part 50, "Domestic Licensing of Production and Utilization
Facilities," or similar design requirements, SFPs are designed to prevent a
substantial loss of water inventory under normal and accident conditions. A
substantial loss of inventory is prevented by design, typically through the
absence of drains in the SFP, the location of piping penetrations though the SFP
structure, and the use of design features to prevent siphoning of water. The TS
require that licensees maintain these design features be maintained to prevent
the inadvertent drainage of the SFP. Thus, the design of the SFP effectively
limits the potential for draining the SFP under design-basis conditions.

The SFPSS is looking at a beyond-design-basis event that has the potential to
affect SFP liner integrity. The NRC will review the results of the study as part of
the post-Fukushima Dai-ichi Tier 3 action item, "Program Plan for Transfer of
Spent Fuel to Dry Cask Storage," which will assess if any significant safety
benefits (or detriments) would occur from expedited transfer of spent fuel to dry
casks.

In conclusion, the SFPSS, the NRR Action Plan for Spent Fuel Criticality Analyses,
recently issued NRC orders, and the agency's ongoing efforts to better understand and respond
to the Fukushima Dai-ichi event should adequately address the points you raise. Additionally, it
is the NRC's intent to holistically evaluate the SFP issues within the framework of our currently
established regulations. The NRC welcomes input from all external stakeholders as the agency
moves forward with this evaluation.

I want to express the NRC's appreciation for your interest in nuclear safety, and I look
forward to your continued participation in the regulatory process.

Sincerely,

Allison M. Macfarlane
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In March 2012, the NRC issued Order EA- 12-051, which requires licensees to
install reliable means of remotely monitoring wide-range SFP levels to support
effective pnoritization of event mitigation and recovery actions In the event of a
beyond-design-basis external event. In addition, the NRC issued Order
EA-12-049, which requires that licensees develop. implement, and maintain
guidance and strategies to maintain or restore core cooling, containment, and
SFP cooling capabilities following a beyond-design-basis external event. Upon
full implementation of these orders at nuclear power plants, SFP safety will be
significantly enhanced.

Operations with the Potential to Drain the Spent Fuel Pool: The NRC agrees
it is important to control potential paths that could drain the SFP coolant.
Consistent with the requirements of Criterion 61, 'Fuel Storage and Handling and
Radioactivity Control," of Appendix A, "General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power
Plants,4 to 10 CFR Part 50, "Domestic Licensing of Production and Utilization
Facilities," or similar design requirements, SFPs are designed to prevent a
substantial loss of water inventory under normal and accident conditions. A
substantial loss of inventory is prevented by design, typically through the
absence of drains in the SFP, the location of piping penetrations though the SFP
structure, and the use of design features to prevent siphoning of water. The TS
require that licensees maintain these design features be maintained to prevent
the inadvertent drainage of the SFP. Thus, the design of the SFP effectively
limits the potential for draining the SFP under design-basis conditions.

The SFPSS is looking at a beyond-design-basis event that has the potential to
affect SFP liner integrity. The NRC will review the results of the study as part of
the post-Fukushima Dai-ichi Tier 3 action item, *Program Plan for Transfer of
Spent Fuel to Dry Cask Storage," which will assess it any significant safety
benefits (or detriments) would occur f"om expedited transfer of spent fuel to dry
casks.

In conclusion, the SFPSS, the NRR Action Plan for Spent Fuel Criticality Analyses,
recently issued NRC orders, and the agency's ongoing efforts to better understand and respond
to the Fukushima Dai-ichi event should adequately address the points you raise. Additionally, it
is the NRC's intent to holistically evaluate the SFP issues within the framework of our currently
established regulations, The NRC welcomes input from all external stakeholders as the agency
moves forward with this evaluation.

I want to express our appreciation for your interest in nuclear safety and look forward to
your continued participation in the regulatory process.

Sincerely,

Allison M. Macfarlane
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Amdtl Steven

From: Skeen, David
Sent: Tuesday, August 14, 2012 11:22 AM
To: Regner, Lisa; Pascarelti, Robert
Cc: Taylor, Robert
Subject: FW: SFP water level instrumentation order

Lisa.

Dave Lochbaum still has some concerns. Do you believe the licensees understand that the SFP
instrumentation is required to be operable at all times, as long as there is irradiated fuel in the pool?

From; Dave Lochbaum [mallto:DLochbaum@ucsusm.org]
Sent: Tuesday, August 14, 2012 1:44 AM
To: Skeen, David
Subject: RE: SFP water level instrumentation order

Hello Dave:

T he staff's interpretation of technical specifications is not, consistent with my understanding and not how we
taught technical specifications at the NRC's Technical Training C.enter.

The instrument out of service provision in NEI 12-02, even. ifendorsed by the NRC at some future date, is only
invoked when instruments required to. he operablr.fuhnctional are removed from service.

For example, if technical specifications require two emergency diesel generators (EDGs) to be operable in
Modes 1, 2, and 3 but only one EDG to be operable in Modes 4 and 5, an EDG instrument removed in Modes 1,
2, and 3 invokes the out of service time limit. But an EDG instrumen removed in Modes 4 and 5 does nlot, as
long as the second EDG remains operable. The instrument on the non-operable, non-credited EDG can be out of
service indefinitely as long as its ID)O is not required to be operable.

Same thing applies for the SFP instrumentation.

Nothing in the order explicitly requires that the instrumentation be operable/fnctional at all. times. 'hat may
have been the goal and may be the intent, but that's not the legal requirement.

[The stuff i.n the order about "more stringent requirement" does not apply -- the issue ics a. far less sfringent
requirement..

NEI 12-02, at leas• in the public versions I've reviewed, does not require the SFP instrumentation to be
operable/functional at all times when irradiated fitel is in a SFP. Agin, that may be what people wish it said,
but that's not what it states.

So. given no explicit statement/requirement in the order or in NEI 12-02, the controlling legal document
rem a ins the technical specifications. The B runswi ck technical specification 3,7,7 does not require water level be
maintained about a cenain level, except when irradiated fuel is being moved. When irradiated fuel is NOT
be-ng moved, that tech spec requirement is not applicable. When that tech spec is not applicable, the
instrumentation used to monitor SFP water level i.s aLso not required to be operabl.e/functional.

L



The Pilgrim tech. specs., on the other hand., require SFP water level to be maintained whenever irradiated fuel is
in the SFP. Consequently, the SWP instrumentation instal.led. to meet the order would also required to be
operabIe/functional. whenever irradiated fuel i6 in the SEP.

Thanks.
Dave Lochbatm
UCS

From: Skeen, David [DavtdSkeen@nrcgov]
Sent: Monday, August 13, 2012 4:31 PM
To: Dave Lochbaum
Subject- RE: SFP water level Instrumentation order

Dave.

I spoke with the staff today and wanted to get back to you on what I found out.

The Order specifies:

"All holders of operating licenses Issued under Part SO shall, notwithstanding the
provisions of any Commission regulation or license to the contrary, comply with
the
requirements described In Attachment 2 to this Order except to the extent that a
more stringent requirement is set forith in the license."

Further, the guidance document that was drafted by the industry (NE.I 12-02), and which has been d;scussed in
several rounds of public meetings over the last few months, and which the NRC intends to endorse after all of
our concerns have been adequately addressed, specifies in Section 4.3 Testing antd Calibration, the following
limitations when the instrument channed or channels are out of service (see the text of Section 4.3 below), I
believe that the guidance is fairly clear that the spent fuel pool instrumentation is to be installed, operational,
and refiable if a nuctear power plant has a spent fuel pool, as defined In Section 2,3.

I believe the highlighted text gets to your concern that the SFP instrurnentation needs to be operable at all
times, by stipulating that if both channels are unavailable, the licensee must take 8ction within 24 hours to
restore one channel and implement compensatory actions within 72 hours.

While I think this might address your concem. after thinking about your comment as I re-read the guidance,
am asking the staff to consider some clarifying language in the draft guidance to be sure everyone
understands we expect the instrumentation to be operable when there is irradiated fuel in the pool.

As always, I appreciate your continued interest in nuclear safety, and I thank your comments to help us
improve the guidance document,

Please keep in touch if you identify other safety concerns With our Fukushima lessons learned.

Thank you,

Dave Skeen
Director. Japan Lessons-Learned Project Directorate
U S Nuclear Regulatory Commission

4.3. Testing and Calibration



Order Requirement:

Processes :ftali be established and maintained for scheduling and implementing necessao, tesfing and calibration qf
the primary and backup speni ifeltpoo level instrument channels to maintain the instrument channels at he design
accuracy.

Guidance:

Processes shall be established and maintained for scheduling and implementing necessary testing and calibration of
the primary and backup SFP level instrument channels to maintain the insirument channels al: the design accuracy.
The testing and calibration of the instrumentation shall be consistent with vendor recommendations or other
documented basis. Calibration shall be specific to the mounted instrument and the monitor.

Surveillances or testing to validate functionality of an installed instrument channel shall be performed within 60 days
of a planned refueling outage considering normal testing scheduling allowances (e.g., 25%). This is not required to
be performed more than once per 12 months.

The primary or back-up instrument chmnnel can be out of service for testing, maintenance and/or calibration for up.to
90 days provided the other channel is functional. Additionally, compensatory actions must be taken if the
instrumentation channel is not expected to be resored or is not restored within 90 days, If both channels become
non-functioning then initiate actions within 24 hours to restore one of the channels of instrumetation and implement
compensatory actions (e.g., use of alternate suitable equipment or supplemental personnel) within 72 hours.

I fa single SEP for the purposes of this order is divided by the closure of a normally open gate(s) such that a portion
of the SF1P containing fuel used for rxpwer production within the last five years is no longer able to be montitored by a
required SIP instrumentation channel, then the actions described above must be taken for the impacted
instrumentation channel.

From: Dave Lochbaum [mailto:DLochbaum@ucsusa.org]
Seft: Monday, August 13, 2012 10:35 AM
Tot Skeen, David
Subject: SFP water level Instrumentation order

Hello Dave:

I re-read the March 12th order on spent fNel pool water level instrumentation.

Attochmern 2 lists 9 required design features and 3 availability/reliability attributes for the mandated
instnimentation.

But I didn't find anything stating that the installed instruments must be operable/functional at all times.

I believe that in that absence, the default becomes standard industry practive and regulatory con:ven:t:ion.

Namely, when a structure, system, or component is required to he operable, its associated power supply,
instrumentation, and alarms are also required to be operable.

The standard teohnical specifications for BWRI4s and the plant-specific technical specilications for many
BWRs (e.g.., Brunswick and Browns Ferry), do not require water level in khe spent fuel pool to be maintained
above a certain point EXCEPT when inrrdiated fuel is being moved. Otherwise, this technical specification
requirement is not applicable.



By extension, when the water level requirement isn't appliabke, there's no legal requirement to have water level
instrumentation available.

Therefore, the SFP water level instruments ordered installed by the NRC can be intentionally disabled by many
BWR owners. except during the brief periods of irradiated fuel movements.

ff so. the ordered solution many fall way short of expectations.

I'd not want to explain to an angry Congress why the mandated instrumentation was intentionally disabled for
weeks prior to a spent fuel pool incident.

Thanks,
Dave Lochbaum
UCS

4
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C4t1zens and Slentiits tor Envimnmontal Sdutions

January 20, 2012

Mr, David L. Skeen
Mepkwy Director, Division of Engineering
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington., DC 20555-0001

Dear Mr. Skeen:

As the Nuclear Regulatory Commission implements the recommendations made b, its Near
Term Task Force (NTTF) following its review of the: tragedy at Fukushima Dai-Ichi, the Union
of Concerned Scientists (UCS) respectfully asks that another measure that is similar in nature
and need to the NTTF recommendation regarding spent fuel pool instrumentation be
implemented.

NTTF Recommendation 7.1 seeks the installation of instrumentation enabling key spent fuel
pool parameters to be monitoring from the control room. The NTTF report provided ample
justification for this recommendation and UCS wholeheartedly supports it,

A very similar case can be made for the current lack of instrumentation available to monitor
hydrogen concentrations in the secondary containments (reactor buildings) at boiling water
reactors (BWRs) with Mark. I and II containment designs and in the fuel handling buildings at.
pressurized water reactors (PWRs) and at BWRs with Mark I]] containment designs.

At Fukushima, hydrogen gas collected within the secondary containment and ignited, destroying
the integrity of these structures on Units 1. 3, and 4. The gas was most likely produced by the
fuel damage process in the cores of the Unit I 2, and 3 reactors and/or .he fuel damage process
in the Unit 3 and 4 spent fuel pools. Instrumentation is installed within the primary conainments
of BWRs and PWRs to monitor hydrogen concentrations and enable the operators to take
mitigating measures as directed by their emergency procedure guidelines or severe accident
mitigating guidelines. But instrumentation does not exist to monitor the hydrogen concentrations
in the reactor buildings of BWRs and the fuel handling buildings of PWRs.

After the first reactor building was destroyed at Fukushima Dai-.chi, workers look steps to vent
the reactor buildings on Units 5 and 6 to avert the collection and ignition of hydrogen. They did
not know the hydrogen Axmcentrations in these buildings since no instrumentation was available,
but took. these precautionary steps.

The installation of spent fuel pool instrumentation would enable the operators to make timely.
efficient, and informed decisions about spent fuel pool hazards, Installation of hydrogen
monitoring instrumentation would provide the operamtors with similar capacity regarding potential

vwwwuisusa.xfs Two arantie eSquw.•-Lawnbdge, ,.oz2o•8.io5 Tt.: wys;1.55' rAx, 61786.940,
18-2, x Stit ow - Sutie toof a- Wsih•itp. a( 1006,i232 T•L m-z0223•6133 -* FA: :•oi.Pt6162
2397 Shlluck Avemm Suite 203- ftrke4ey. € 9470056• -1 1!t.: 510,83),7T - FAX : M1O843376,
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problems caused by hydrogen buildup. The inability to monitor hydrogen concentrations could
cause operators to not vent the reactor buildings, thus leading to ignitiOns resulting in loss of
secondary containment integrily, The inability could also cause operators to pre-emptively vent
the reactor buildings when it is not necess4rTy to do so, Either outcome represents a loss of an
important barrier-secondary containment integrit-that hydrogen monitoring capability could
avoid.

Monitoring instrumentation should be required for any structure that might contain hydrogen
during a design bases or severe accident. The BWR and PWR primary containments already
have hydrogen monitoring instrumentation, At a minimum, the additional buildings in need of
hydrogen monitoring instrunmentation include the secondary containments at BWR.s with Mark f
and 11 containments, the fuel handling buildings at BWRs with Mark Ill containments, and the
fuel handling buildings at PWRs, There may be other buildings at BWRs and PWRs where
hydrogen may collect that also require monitoring instrumentation.

The installation of additional hydrogen monitoring instrumentation would trigger associated
Changes to the emergency procedure guidelines and severe accident mitigating guidelines used
by the operators. These measures would allow the operators to efficiently maintain awareness of
conditions in non-primary containment areas of the plant and to detect increasing hydrogen
concentrations. These measures would allow the operators to take appropriate steps to mitigate
that situation, preserving the integrity of important barriers against the uncontrolled release of
radioactivity.

UCS realizes that the NTTF made recommendations that should reduce the likeLihood that
hydrogen gas collects in non-primary containment structures, But we also realize that the N`RC
employs a defense-in-depth approach to safety. Collectively, the measurc we propose and the
NTTF recommendations serve the defense-in-depth goal of reducing the risk of a hydrogen
explosion to an acceptably low level..

If you have any questions about our recommendation for expanded hydrogen monitoring
instrumentation at [.LS. nuclear plants, please contact me.

Sincerely,

David Lochbaum
Director, Nuclear Safety Project
PO Box 15316
Chattanoog& TN 37415
(423) 468-9272. office
ib cell



Union of Concerned Scientists
C~izeos and Scoewflls Wo Environmental Solat~rt

JulIy 20. 2012

Annette Vietii-Cook
Se~cretary
U.S. N'uccar Rtgulatory Conimi~sion
XWashinglon, DC 20555-000 1.

Dear Ms. Victli-Cook:

By lettff daled June 29, 2012, ytyu invited me io make a presciltattion during a Commnission briefing
sc.heduled August 7, 201-2. on the Irnplernentahon of F-akushima iessons learned.'The PowerPoint slides
and mintled handouts fm my juesei.italion are attached. Per guidance irt 1he. inlvitatio i~letter, I will be
ernailing copici of thcse materials, to Nis. Rnchelle Bavol. and Ms. Sandy Jaotsen on your staff.

We apprec i ate the appoilunity to paiiicipalc in this bri efing and look forward to its d iscuss~ion.

Siticerely.

L W
David Loehbauni
Diriýc-,or, Nuc~lear Safety Pr~ojcdl:.
11,0, Boxl 15316
Chattanooga, TN 374.1;,

Attachments;

1) PoweiPoint slides
2) Fukiushi~nw IDaiichi Unit I Spent Fuel Pool Timneline
3) Jk'kushina Daiichi Unix 3 Spent Fuel Pool Timecline
4) Fukushinm Daiichi Unil 4 Spent Fuel Poo~l Timeline

rýE w 1 4,1,1 II lavz5~ arte - rr.ýrFdjgr M.A 11124 9ti¶AL .a ,(&
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Director, Nuclear Safety Project
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What Fukushima Was Not

Unexpected.

Reactors were designed with:
" Earthquakes in mind
" Tsunamis in mind
* Station blackout (SBO) in

mind
* Severe accident management

guidelines (SAMGs) in mind
* Emergency planning in mind



What Fukushima Was

Reality exceeding unrealistic
assumptions:

" Earthquake greater than design

" Tsunami higher than design
* SBO longer than design

* SAMGs unable to cope with
breadth/nature of challenges

" Emergency planning
overwhelmed by scale of needs



Lesson from Fukushima

Fukushima's fixes should not
rely on unrealistic assumptions.

But Fukushima's assumptions
were considered realistic until
reality showed otherwise.

Therefore, Fukushima's fixes
should include margin analyses
as reality checks.



Lesson: Hydrogen Control

NRC should require:

Instrumentation to monitor
hydrogen in secondary
containments of BWRs with
Mark I and 11 containments and
buildings housing spent fuel
pools of PWRs and BWRs with
Mark I and I1 containments.



Lesson: Filtered Vents
Design basis
vent: filtered

accident

04i -W~s

1IAý

-U.0Ar

A. Beyond design basis
accident vent: unfiltered?

Normal vent: filtered



Lesson: Filtered Vents

Normal, everyday gaseous
effluents from U.S. BWRs are
filtered.

Design basis accident gaseous
releases are filtered.

It's imprudent not to filter
gaseous releases during severe
accidents.



Lesson: Spent Fuel Pools

I Fukushima Daiichi Summary Display I
Priority Un it STATUS AS OF 06:00 EDT (19:00 Local) - 03/16W2011

Care Status - Sevee cre amra Iba•ed on tho amount of hydrogen generated).
Radiation has beern released. Possible RCS breach. (GE) Sea water injection to RPV.

4 ContaInment - Primary apparently intact, Seconodary Contairt-ent destroyeo,

_ _Spent Fuel Pool - No information on SFP status,

Core Statue - Severe core damage likely. Radiationl release has occurred. Possible
RCS breach (GE). Sea water injection to RPV.

3 2 Containmenrit - Primiary apparen*l 0180.t Secofhliry Containmen~t losi.
Spent Fuel Pool -- No information on SFP status. Some reports attribute
smoke/sleam coming from the SFP
Cora Status. Severe corep <sama•:d (based on the amroint of hydrogen generated).
Radiaton has been released. Possible RCS breach. (GE). Sea water intection to

3 RPV.
Containment - Primrary___ Zý-"ently lrdact.5e-ondarv CornIA,1mill•n de•t~royed.

5 ~Shutdown since January 3, 2011. Core loaded in RPV. RPViSFP levels lower tsan
_______ _____normal and oecreasing. Unint 8 0/(3 providiNg make-up water to Unit 5. (IAEA).

Shutdown since August 14, 20%0. Core loaded in RPV. RPVISFP feveis $ower than
______ ___ normal, Unit 6 OIG providing make-up water to Unit 5. (tAEA) .

Source: ML12080A196



Lesson: Spent Fuel Pools

Three reactor units-in worse
condition than Three Mile
Island Unit 2 ever got at any
time during its accident-were
a lower priority in NRC's eyes
than a single spent fuel pool.

It's unrealistic to now pretend
spent fuel pools are benign.



Lesson: Spent Fuel Pools



Lesson: Spent Fuel Pools
" . .:. . .C..•



Lesson: Spent Fuel Pools

NRC should require:

All irradiated fuel discharged
from the reactor more than 5-6
years ago to be transferred into
dry storage.

It's unwise to ignore reality.



Lesson: S ent Fuel Pools
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Lesson: Spent Fuel Pools

NRC should require:

All reactors to comply with
General Design Criterion 44 and
10 CFR 50.49.

It's unrealistic to assume that
spent fuel pool decay heat
loads vanish during accidents.



Lesson: Spent Fuel Pools

NRC should require:

All BWRs with Mark I and II
designs to evaluate effects of
water sprays, if installed.

It's unwise to "fix" a natural
tsunami disaster with a man-
made tsunami disaster.



Lesson: KI

NRC team in Japan had KI even
though stationed more than 10
miles from Fukushima.

US public living and working
more than 10 miles from
nuclear plants need and
deserve KI for protection.



Lesson: Severe Accident
Procedures and Training

In 2011, Millstone and Pilgrim
experienced self-inflicted
problems due to operator
performance problems.

It is unrealistic to assume that
operators will perform better
under high-stress and in
implementing procedures
seldom seen.



Lesson: Severe Accident
Procedures and Training

Recommendations:

Operators' initial and continued
licenses must evaluate their
proficiency using severe
accident procedures.

If this training might distract
from design basis training, hire
more operators.



Lesson: One Voice

U.S. government recommended
different protective measure
than did Japanese government,
causing several states to
question whether NRC would
publicly challenge protective
measures called for by
governors.



Lesson: One Voice

Recommendation:

Biennial emergency exercises
should periodically include NRC
"disagreeing" with state's
emergency orders in order to
role-play how disagreements
will be reconciled.



Fakushin'.a Daiichi Unit 1 Spent Fuel PCol Timeline

Date Time Event
TEPCO reported "coordinating with the relevant authorities and departments as to how to

311312011 1400 cool down the water in the spent nuclear fuel pool."
TEPCO workers are coordinating with Japanese authorities on how to cool the water in
the spent fuel pool

3/1412011 1730 NRC status report indicated no problems with spent fuel pool but it was not known if
spent fuel pool cooling was available
NRC's Jim Trapp informed NRC Ops Center that "there Is no current issue with spent fuel3/2L4/2011 2:240 pos
pools"

Argonne National Laboratory staffer emails NRC colleagues with concern over the spent
fuel pool after the hydrogen explosion

3/15/2011 202 NRC email reported boiling in the spent fuel pool with makeup with seawater when able

NRC's Marty Virgilio provided status brieing: "No concerns with SFP. Without AC and
limited OC, need to keep eye on SFPs."

NRC ET log noted "SFPs not on status update: going to add, including projection of how
long before need makeup to 5FP."

3/.15/201.1 1900 Spent fuel pool water level As unknown

3/15/201.1 2030 Spent. fuel pool water level is unknown

3/15/2011 2 Argonne National Laboratory staffer emails NRC colleagues with concern over the spent
fuel poo Icooling

3/16/2011 1255 IAEA reported that the status of the spent fuel pool is unknown

NBC team In Japan Eepocted to NBC Ops Center followiog contact with TEPCO: spent fuel

pool water level is boiling away

3/16/201.1 1930 NRC status report indicated that the spent fuel pool water level is decreasing

Japanese government requested mobile, diesel-powered pumps capable of injecting 500
3/17/2011 120 gallons per minute of water into the spent fuel pool; US Forces in Japan conveyed the

request to the NRC
3NRC Office of Public Affairs updated its talking points to indicate the status of the spent
fuei pool is unknown

3/17/2011 800 NRC status report indicated the spent fuel pool water level is unknown

3/17/2011 1720 NRC's Chuck Casto reported that water dumping from helicopter had been suspended

3/18/2011 1630 Ji Lonri, of IAEA stalad their top cgnenm waý the spent fuel lapls "due to their beiRg a
direct path for radiological release"
NRC team in Japan reported to the NRC Operations Center following its meeting with NISA

3/22/2011 1605 that NISA believed the spent fuel pool had at least 20 days margin due to low decay heat
levels
NRC Reactor Safety Team reported their belief that the spent fuel pool decay heat
conservatively required about 25 gallons per minute of cooling water fow



ORNL emaied NRC that it had information from NEI and EPRI that Units 1, 2., and 3 had
3/29/2011 32 both aluminum storage racks and borated aluminum storage racks while Unit 4 has onwy

non-borated stainless steel storage racks

3/31/2011 1303 Workers began spraying fresh water into the spent fuel VpoW using a concrete pump truck

3/31L/2011 1604 Workers stopped spraying fresh water into the spent fuel pool using a concrete pump
truck after delivering about 90 tons of water
Workers started a short test using the concrete pump truck to spray water into the spent.
fuel pool to confirm proper olacement of the nozzle.
Workers stopped a short test using the concrete pump truck to spray water into the spent
41Wei pool to confirm proper ptacement of the nozzle.



Fukus~himra Daii.c~hi. unit 3 Spent Fuel Pool Tiinzeline

Date Time Event
TEPCO reported "coordinating with the relevant authorities and departments as to how to
cool down the water in the spent nuclear fuel pool."

3/14/2011 1730 NRC status report n.dicated no problems with spent. fuel pool but it was not known if
spent fuel pool cooling was available

3/14/2011 2240 NRC's Jim Trapp informed NRC Ops Center that "there is no current issue with spent fuel
pools"
Argonne National Laboratory staffer emails NRC colleagues with concern over the spent
fuel pool after the hydrogen explosion

3/15/2011 438 NRC's Marry Virgilio provided status brieing: "No concerns with SFP. Without AC and
limited DC, need to keep eye on SFPsi
NRC ET log noted •SFPs not on status update: going to add, including projection of how
long before need makeup to SFP."

NRC status report indicated that Unit I had stable reactor core cooling with substantial
debris in its spent fuel pool from the hydrogen explosion

3/25/201.1 1.900 Spent fuet pool water level is unknown

3/15/2011 2258 Argonne National Laboratory staffer emails NRC colleagues with concern over the spent
fuel pool cooting
NRC status report Indicated possibility of steam/smoke emanating from unit doe to water
boil-off or zirconium -water reaction

.3/16/201.1 1255 IAEA. reported that the status of the spent fuel pool is unknown

NRC team in Japan reported to NRC Ops Center following contact with TEPCO: spent fuel
pool had zirconium water reaction

3/16/2011 1930 NRC status cepoct indicated that the sjeat fuel pool water level is decreasiog with
zirconium-water interaction
Japanese government requested mobile, diesel- powered pumps capable of injecting 500

3/17/2011 120 gallons per minute of water into the spent fue' pool; US Forces in Japan conveyed the
request to the NRC
NRC Office of Public Affairs updated its talking points to indicate the spent fuel pool is
likely boiling due to the presence of steam

NRC ET ogged conference call: Chairman Jaczko asked if the spent fuel pool has a crack

with a possible loss of water inventory. The NRC staff answered yes

3/17/201-1 948 Self Defense Force started using huge buckets to drop seawater into the Unit 3 and 4
spent fuel pools

3/17/2011 952 Self Defense Force dropped seawater onto the unit from helicopters

3/17/201.1 958 Self Defense Force dropped seawater onto the unit from helicopters

3/17/201.1 1001 Self Defense Force dropped seawater onto the unit from helicopters

3/17/2011 1610 Riot police arrived at the site for "grand discharge"

3/17/2011 1905 Pelise water sa mioR begat sheetiRg water aimed at the speot fuel peeo



3/17/2011 1905 Riot police began water spray

3/17/2011 1913 Riot police stopped water spray

3/17/2011 1922 Police water cannon stopped shooting water at the spent fuel pool

3/17/2-011 1935 Five Self Defense Forces emergency fire vehicles began shooting water aimed at the spent
fuel pool

-/$7/2011 1935 Self Defense Force began water spray from the ground using a water-laden tank on a fire
engine

3/17/2011 1945 Self Defense Force began water spray from the ground using a water-laden tank on a fire
engine
Self Defense Force supplied 30 tons of water from the ground using 5 special pumper3/17/2011 1945 ucstrucks.

3/17/2011 ZO Self Defense Force began water spray from the ground using a water-laden tank on a fire
engine

3/17/2011 2007 Self Defense gorce began water spray from the ground using a water-laden tank on a fire
engine

3/17/2011 2009 Five Self Defense Forces emergency fire vehicles stopped shooting water at the spent fuel
pool

3117/2011 2009 Self Defense Force ended the supply of 30 tonsof water from the ground using 5 special
pumper trucks.
National Police Academy attempted to supply water into the spent fuel pool using a

3/17/2011 2130 pumper truck. High radiation levels prevented the truck from getting close to the building
and water did not reach the spent fuei pool

3/17/2011 2.130 Self Defense Force dropped four large buckets of seawater into the spent fuel pool

3/17/2011 23S9 An estimated 140 tons of water was delivered to the spent fuel pool this day from all
sources
Jim Lyons of IAEA stated their top concern was the spent fuel pools "due to their being a
1 clrect path for radiological release"

NRC ET logged that NRC Reactor Safety Team concluded that the spent fuel pool was
3/18/20 11 1927 initially dry when sprayed with water by fire trucks because of the large steam piume

shown in photographs

An estimated 42 tons of water was delivered to the spent fuel pooi this day from all3/18/2011 2359
sou rces

3/19/2011, 30 Tokyo Fire Department Hyper Rescue Squad began spraying 300 liters/minute of water at
the spent fuel pool.

3/19/2011 110 Tokyo FIre Department Hypei Rescue Squad stopped spraying 300 liters/minute ot water

at the spent fuel pool, An estimated 120 tons of seawater had been discharged,

NRC status report indicated that photos showed massive structural and system damage to

3/19/201.1. 946 multiple levels of the reactor building and that the NRC and GE are analyzing the photos
to determine.potential for extreme spent fuew pool damage and whether or not the
drywell head is intact.

3/19/2011 946 NRC status report stated "Water sprays to Unit 3 having little or no impact"



The Hyper Rescue Unit of the Tokyo Fire Department began spraying water into the spent
fuel pool and was expected to continue doing so until 12:30am

3/19/2011 2000 NRC team in Japan "are fairly certain that pools at Units 3 and 4 are dry."

3/19/2011 2359 An estimated 2,520 tons of water was delivered to the spent fuel pool this day from all
sources

3/20/2011 3 The Hyper Rescue Unit of the Tokyo Fire Department stopped spraying water into the
spent fuel pool

3/20/2011 1900 About 3,742 tons of water in total had been sprayed at the spent fuel pool

3/20/2011 1900 NAC team in lapan now believes there Is water In the spent fuel pool

3/2012011 2130 Tokyo Fire Departement began spraying water at the spent fuel pool

3/21/2011 358 Tokyo Fire Departement stopped spraying water at the spent fuel pool; roughly 1,1.37
tons had been delivered

3/22/2011 1510 Tokyo Fire Department began spraying water into spent fuel pool

312.2/201.1 1559 Tokyo Fire Department stopped spraying water into spent fuel pool. About 1.80 tons was
delivered
Workers began injecting water into the spent fuel pool via the Cooling and Purification3•/23/201:1 1.103 Ln
Line

3/23/2011 132.0 Workers stopped injecting water into the spent fuel pool: via, the Cooling and Purification
Line after delivering about 35 tons of water
NRC fire protection staffer reviewing photos of what the media called a fire stated: "The

3/24/2011 3 plume sort of ends, not dissipate like thick smoke usually does.... This may really be the
U3 SPF boiloiff. This amount of steam seems a lot for decay heat. This may really be
nuclear heat from an undesired criticality."

3/24/2011 42.4 NRC Reactor Safety Team reported their belief that the spent fuel pool decay heat
conservatively required about 25 gallons per minute of cooling water Flow
Workers began iniecting seawater into the spent fuel pool via the Cooling and Purification3/2.4/2.011 535 Ln
Line

3/24/2011 1605 Workers stopped injecting seawater into the spent fuel poor via the Cooling and
Purification Line after delivering 120 tons of water

Kawasaki City Fire Bureau supported by the Tokyo Fire Department began spraying water
into the spent fuel pool

3/25/2011 1600 Kawasaki City Fire Bureau supported by the Tokyo Fire Department stopped spraying

water into the spent fuel poo( after delivering about 460 tons of water

NRC Reactor Safety Team assessment: "Fuel pool is heating up but Is adequately cooled,

3/27/2011 D0D and fuel may have been ejected from the pool (based. on information from TEPCO of
neutron sources found up to 1 mile from the units, and very high dose rate material that

had to be bulldozed over between Units 3 and 4,"

Workers began spraying water into the spent fuel pool using a concrete pump truck with a
flow rate of 50 tons per hour



Workers stopped spraying water into the spent fuel pool using a concrete pump truck
with a flow rate of 50 tons per hour after delivering about 100 tons of water

ORNL emailed NRC that it had Information from NEI and EPRI that Units 1, 2, and 3 had
3/29/2011 32 both aluminum storage racks and borated aluminum storage racks while Unit 4 has only

non-borated stainless steel storage racks

NRC Operating Experience Community report stated that ".-.it is believed that the Unit 3
3/29/2011 318 and 4 SFPs may have been compromised resulting in at least some degree of fuel

uncovering."
Workers began spraying water Into the spent fuel pool using a concrete pump truck with a
flow rate of 50 tons per hour
NRC distributed NISA/NRC assessment prior to NRC/ TEPCO meeting tomorrow morning.

3/29/2011 1717 NISA concludes that spent fuel pool is not damaged, NRC concludes condition is
indeterminate.

Workers stopped spraying water into the spent fuel pool using a concrete pump truck
with a flow rate of 50 tons per hour after delivering about 100 tons of water

3/31/2011 1630 Workers began spraying fresh water Into the spent fuel pool using a concrete pump truck

Workers stopped spraying fresh water into the spent fuel pool using a concrete pump
truck after delivering about 105 tons of water

4/1/2012 551 NRC email that "the Fukushima Daiichi Unit 3 SPF is or may be day. And has been for some
time,"

4/2/2011 952 Workers began spraying fresh water into the spent fuel pooi using a concrete pump truck
4/2/2011 1254 Workers stopped spraying fresh water into the spent fuel pool using a concrete pump

truck

4/4/2011 1703 Workers began spraying fresh water into the spent fuel pool using a concrete pump truck

Workers stopped spraying fresh water into the spent fuel pool using a concrete pump
truck after delivering about 70 tons of water

4/7/2011 653 Workers began spraying water at the spent fuel pool using a concrete pump truck

Workers stopped spraying water at the spent fuel pool using a concrete pump truck after

delivering about 70 tons of water

4/8/2011 1706 Workers began spraying water at the spent fuel pool using a concrete pump truck

Workers stopped spraying water at the spent fuel pool using a concrete pump truck after
delivering about 75 tons of water

4/10/2011 1715 Workers began spraying water at the spent fuel pool using a concrete pump truck

Workers stopped spraying water at the spent fuel pool using a concrete pump truck after
delivering about 80 tons of water



Fukushirma Daiichi. Unit 4 Spent Fuel Pool Timeline

Date Time Event
The spent fuel pool to refuelfng cavity gates were installed. The ,pent fuel pool water
temoerature was 27C 180.6FI

3/1.3/2Dl 14003 TEPCO reported "coordinating with the relevant authorities and departments as to how t.o
cooil down the water in the snent nuclear fuel pool."

3/14/2011 408 Spent fuel pool water temperature reported at 94C

3/14/2011 2240 NRC's Jim Trapp informed NRC Ops Center that "there is no cufrent issue with spent fuel
pools"

3/15/2011 408 Spent fuel pool water temperature was 183F

NRC's. Marty Virgilio provided status brieing- "No concerns with SFP. Without AC and
limited OC, need to keep eye on SFPs."

NRC ET log noted "SFPs not on status update: going to add, including projection of how
long before need makeup to SFP,"

3/15/2011 600 During press conference with Cabinet Secretary Edano, it was announced that a fife was
buring in the Unit 4 spent fuel pool

METI issued directive to extinguish the fire and prevent recrticality of the fuel In the spent3/15/2011 2030fulpo
fuel pool

3/15/201.1 1049 TEPCO contacted the Department of State who relayed a request to the NRC: "Unit 4 fuel
on fire. Requesting boron."
Prime Minister issued statement that fire broke out on Unit 4 presumably due to
hydrogen generated by its spent fuel

3/15/2011 1147 NRC ET logged "Unit 4 zirc fire"

3/15/2011 1.230 Jack Grebe updated Commissionets' assistaots via telecon: sleot fuel pool dry aod
appears to be undergoing zirconium fire
NRC status report indicated that the Unit 4 "SFP Is dry" with a "Potential fuel pool
zirconium fire"

3/15/2011 1.900 There is possible loss of water from the spent fuel pool

3 0an Dorman updated Commissioners' assistant via telecon: fire in spent fuel pool
reported out; NRC staff believes it might have been zirconium tire

3/15/2011 2012 NRC ET logged that fire was a lubricating oil fire, not a zirconium fire

3/15/2011 Z030 High radiation dose rates measured between Units 3 and 4 suspected to be from the Unit
4 spent fuel pool

3/15/2011 ?030 Workers having difficulty maintaining cooling and water level in the spent fuel pool

3/15/2011 2200 METi directed TECPO to inject water into the spent fuel pool

3/15/2011 2.209 NRC emait reported that Unit 4 "may be having a spent fuel pool meltdown,"

NRC's updated RASCAL run to reflect the actual Inventory of 1,331 fuel assemblies In the
3/16/2.011 230 ieoRt fuel peel showed the Fadiatieo dee at 20 miles to be 1.4 ema, abei, a the RAG Wvell

of 1.0 rem. At 30 miles, the radiation dose is 0.9 rnm.



3/16/2011 300 High radiation dose rates measured between Units 3 and 4 s-uspected to be from the

partially uncovered Unit 4 spent fuel pool

3/16/2011 300 NRC status report indicated that spent fuel pool's ability to retain water is in doubt

Grobe suggested running case assuming 50 to 75 perceat of the fuel in the spent fuel pool
3/16/2011 11154 was damaged. with no containment and no water in pool to see what radiation doses

might be expected

3/16/2011 1230 NISA reported 0Damage to Fuel Rods Suspected" in spent fuel pool

3/16/2011 1255 IAEA reported that fuel in the spent fuel pool is uncovered

3/16/2011 1300 NRC ET logged that GE confirmed that spent fuel pool did not experience a zirconium fire

3/16/2011. 1416 NRC's understanding was that cooling of the spent fuel pool water has been lost and
spent fuel is uncovered
Based on NRC's understanding of plant conditions, NRC performed a dose projection
assuming that the full core offload in the spent fuel pool was fully uncovered and had

3/11/2011 14116 experienced 50% fuel damage, The dose projection results led the NRC staff to
recommend "Prompt restriction of shipping down wind to 50 miles" and "Evacuation of
populations out to 50 miles downwind to be completed before Sunday in anticipation of

wind shifts.-

3/16/2011 1559 NRC headquarters informed its team in Japan that IAEA believes spent fuel is uncovered

NRC team in Japan reported to NRC Ops Center foflowing contact with TEPCO: spent fuel
3/16/2011 1828 pool had zirconium water. reaction; pool has no walls and cannot hold water; TEPCO

discusslog dcoppiag sand oo the spent fuel pool
NRC assigned Priority I to the spent fuel pool; walls of spent fuel pool collapsed; no spent
fuel pool cooling possible at tis time

3/16/2011 1930 NRC status report indicated a total loss of water from the spent tuel pool with no ability to
retain water in the pool; zirconium-water reaction taking place

3/17/2011 45 NRC team in Japan met wlth TEPCO: don't think the spent fuel pool walls have been blown
out because thece would be stxeaming cadiation is that wete the case

Japanese government requested mobile, diesel-powered pumps capable of injecting 500
3/17/2011 120 gallons per minute of water into the spent fuel pool; US Forces In Japan conveyed the

request to the NRC
NRC email reported "The white steam is the fuel pool boiling. Site boundary dose is
around 200 mrem/hr."

311712011 300 "NR status sepiat stated "Iheme Is ne water is; the spepat fel peol and the RQQe's abilitV to
retain water is in doubt."
Conference call between. Chairman Jaczko and Chuck Castro: Chairman: we believe the

3/17/2011 616 spent fuel pool is dry? Casto: Yes, and pool walls have collapsed, can't maintain inventory
at all

3/17/2011 659 NRC ET logged update from NRC team in Japarn. access road to Unit 4 is blocked; workers
have already or will soon remove debris arotnmd access
NRC email to NRC senior management reproted "Unit 4 spent fuel pool - likely dry,
structural integrity uncertain, uncertain can hold water."



NRC Office of Public Affairs updated its talking points to indicate the spent fuel pool is
likely dry and the integrity of the pool is in question

3/17/2011 800 NRC stawus report indicated that the spent fuel pool is likely dry due to no evidence of
steam

3/17/2011 800 NRC status report indicated the spent fuel pool water level is likely dry because no steam
has been observed
NRC ET logged conference call: Chairman Jaczko asked If the spent fuel pool was dry with

3/17/2011 842 a possible zirconium fire. The NRC staff answered they believe there is no water and
structural integrity of the pool is uncertain

3/17/2011 948 Self Defense Force started using huge buckets to drop seawater into the Unit 3 and 4
spent fuel pools

NRC ET logged conference call: Chairman asked for source of statement that pool had no
water. Casto said Japanese government showed them pictures taken after the explosion
looking like that pool lost structural integrity. Virgilio reported that John Monninger and
Jim Trapp were each told by TEPCO that the spent fuel pool was dry.

3/17/2011 1055 NRC ET logged that DEDO Ordaz just heard from Casto that "he is very convinced there is
no water in #4."
NRC ET logged update from NRC team in Japan: TEPCO believes water in spent fuel pool.

3/17/2011 1413 NRC team believes there is no water in spent fuel pool based on images. Spent fuel pool
stopped steaming, so it might be dry.

3/17/2011 1720 NRC's Chuck Casto reported that water dumping from helicopter had been suspended

3/17/2011 2200 METI directed TECPO to inject water into the spent fuel pool

NRC email reported that NEI updated the spent fuel pool wall collapse story. NEI reported
3/18/2011 504 that "One of the side walls of the suspended spent fuel pool at FK 4 (or was it 3) collapsed,

and only the stainless stell liner is holding the pool together."

NRC team in Japan queried headquarters whether it would be better to leave a "dried out
3/18/2011 925 fuel pool" alone to let existing heat transfer mechanisms provide cooling or to run the risk

of radiological reieases caused by fuel rod quenching upon adding water to the pool.

Jim Lyons of IAEA stated their top concern was the spent fuel pools "due to their being a
3/18/2011 2630 direct path for radiological release"

3/19/2011 513 NRC ET logged: "4 is presumed dry. No steam coming out."

NRC assigned Priority 2 to the spent fuel pool; NRC estimated a spent fuel pool margin of
3/19/2011 1030 6 days; JAIF suspects damage to fuel rods in the spent fuel pool; water being supplied by

water cannons and fire trucks

3/19/2011 2000 NRC team in Japan "are fairly certain that pools at Units 3 and 4 are dry."

3/20/2011 820 Self Defense Force started spraying water into the spent fuel pool

3/20/201. 1822 Self Defense Force began spraying water at the spent fuel pool



3/20/2011 1830 Self Defense Force began spraying water over the spent fuel pool

3/20/2011 1900 NRC team in Japan now believes there is water in the spent fuel pool

3/20/2011 194.3 Self Defense Force stopped spraying water at the spent fuel pool; about 81 tons had been
delivered

3/20/201*1 1946 Self Defense Force stopped spraying water over the spent fuel pool

3/20/2011 2359 An estimated 160 tons of water were delivered to the spent fuel pool this day from all
Sources

3/21/20.11 637 Self Defense Force began spraying water at the spent fuel pool (TEPCO used one high
pressure water cannon supplied by the US Army)

3/21/2011 637 Self Defense Force began spraying water at the spent fuel pool using 13 fire engines

Self Defense Force stopped spraying water at the spent fuel pool; about 91 tons had been
delivered
NRC staff provided Chairman with results from an analysis of damage to all the fuel in the

3/21/2011 1903 sPent fuel pool; MELCOR results "decay heat levels in the pool are sufficiently ýow that
concrete ablation will not occurr. Therefore, the melt would be retained in the spent fuel

pool,"

3/21/20-1. 2359 An estimated 92.2 tons of water were delivered to the spent fuel pool this day from all
sources
NRC status report showed fuel damage suspected in the spent fuel pool IJAlFl. seawater
sprayed into spent fuel pool; Priority 2

Workers began spraying water into the spent fuel pool using a concrete pump truck with a
flow rate of 50 tons per hour

3/22/201t.1 1900 NRC status report stated "pool likely dry at one point causing significant fuel damage"

3/22/2011 2032- Workers.stopped spraying water into the spent fuel pool using a concrete pump truck,
About 150 tons of water was delivered

3/23/2021 1000 Concrete Pump Truck began supplying SO tons per hour of water makeup to the spent fuel
pool

3/23/2011 1302 Concrete Pump Truck stopped supplying 50 tons per hour of water makeup to the spent
fuel pool. About 130 tons of water was delivered.

3/24/2011 424 NRC Reactor Safety Team reported their belief that the spent fuel pool decay heat
required about 70 gallons per minute of cooling water flow
Workers began spraying seawater Into the spent fuel pool at 50 tons per hour using the
Concrete Pump Truck

Workes6 sltapped spia~fan seawater iate the Fpert fuel ploi at Si teas per hour uslag the
Concrete Pump Truck after delivering about 150tons of water

3/25/2011 605 Workers began injecting seawater into the spent fuel pool via the Fuel Pool Cooling Line

3/25/2011 1020 Workers stopped injecting seawater into the spent fuel pool via the Fuel Pool Cooling Line

Workers began spraying seawater into the spent fuel pool at 50 tons per howr using the
Concrete Pump Truck



3/25/2011 2207 Workers stopped spraying seawater into the spent fuel pool at. 50 tons per hour using the
Concrete Pump Truck after delivering about 150 tons of water

3/26/2011 1330 NRC status summary had Unit 4 as the #4 Priority

NRC Reactor Safety Team assessment of the spent fuel pool: "Low water level, spraying
with sea water, hydrogen from the fuel pool expioded, fuel pool is cool heating up very
slowly (JAIF, NISA, TEPCO} Temperature is unknown (NISA)." "Given the amount of decay
heat in the fuel in the pool, it is likely that in the days Immediately following the accident,
the fuel was partially uncovered. The lack of cooling resulted in zirc water reaction and a

3/27/2011 1000 release of hydrogen. The hydrogen exploded and damaged secondary containment. The
zArc water reaction could have continued, reSUlting in a major source term release. Fuel
particulates may have been ejected from the pool (based on information of neutron
emitters found up to 1 mile from the units, and very high dose rate matertal that had to
be bulldozed over between Units 3 and 4. It is also possible the material could have come
from Unit 3),"

Workers began spraying water into the spent fuel pool using a concrete pump truck with a
flow rate of 50 tons per hour

Workers stopped spraying water Into the spent fuel pool using a concrete pump truck
with a flow rate of 50 tons per hour after delivering about 125 tons of water

NRC call with team in Japan indicated that upcoming meeting with TEPCO would seek. to
3/28/2011 1600 ascertain how they measured spent fuel pool water level, If via level in skimmer surge

tank, it is indirect and may not represent true spent fuel pool water levels.

ORNL emailed NRC that it had information from NEI and EPRI that Units 1, 2, and 3 had
3/29/2011 32 both aluminum storage racks and borated aluminum, storage racks while Unit 4 has only

non-borated stainless steel storage racks
NRC Operating Experience Community report stated that "...it is believed that the Unit 3

3/29/2011 318 and 4 SFPs may have been compromised resulting in at least some degree of fuel
uncovering."

3/29/2011 759 NRC email expressed concern about 204 fresh fuel assemblies in pool; storage racks are
not borated; racks may have shifted
NRC distributed NISA/NRC assessment prior to NRC / TEPCO meeting tomorrow morning.

3/29/201.1. 1717 NISA concludes "No evidence supporting fuel damage," NRC concludes "Damaged • H2
generated from zirconium-steam reaction"

3/30/2011 1404 Workers began spraying fresh water into the spent fuel poo' using a concrete pump truck
with a flow rate of 50 tons per hour

3/30/2011 .1404 Workers began spraying fresh water into the spent fuel pool using a concrete pump truck
with a flow rate of 50 tons per hour

Workers began spraying fresh water into the spent fuel pool using a concrete pump truck
with a flow rate of 50 tons per hour after delivering about 140 tons of water

4/1/2011 825 Workers began spraying fiesh water into the spent fuel pool using a concrete pump truck

4/l/20.1. 1414 Workers stopped spraying fresh water into the spent fuel pool using a concrete pump
truck after delivering 180 tons of water



4/3/2011 1708 Workers began spraying fresh water into the spent fuel pool using a concrete pump truck

4/3/2011 2216 workers stopped spraying fresh water into the spent fuel pool using a concrete pump

truck after delivering about 180 tons of water

4/5/2011 1735 Workers began spraying fresh water into the spent fuel pool using a concrete pump truck

4/5/2011 12 Workers stopped spraynlg fresh water into the spent fuel pool using a concrete pump

truck

4/7/2011 1823 Workers began spraying water at the spent fuel pool using a concrete pump truck

Workers stopped spraying water at the spent fuel pooi using a concrete pump truck after

delivering about 38 tons of water

4/9/2011 1707 Workers began spraying water at the spent fuel pool using a concrete pump truck

4/9/2011 1924 Workers stopped spraying water at the spent fuel pool using a concrete pump truck after
delivering about 90 tons of water

TEPCO released results from water samples drawn from the spent fuel pool that indicate
little damage to the fuel in the pool


